
For the first time, brands with millions of consumers and prospects can 

deliver customized messages using AI generated language and emotion, 

that are guaranteed to perform across any channel at scale, through the 

entire customer lifecycle.

Create personal brand experiences, lasting 
relationships and higher customer lifetime value

PERSADO ONE
Persado One is cloud AI that for the first time generates personalized language and 
emotion for each consumer enabling brands to drive short term sales and powerful 
long-term relationships.

Personalization beyond any existing approaches

Most attempts at digital personalization use demographics such as income 

or region, often paired with user context interpreted through proxies like 

search history and past purchases — and from these, derive potentially 

relevant offerings.

Persado is the first company to deconstruct and analyze both language elements and 

emotions, and then associate each element with actual consumer response behaviors, 

to uncover the precise motivators of action. This allows us understand how your consumers react to communications at 

a granular level. However, understanding by itself is insufficient. The system must also be able to generate alternative, 

brand-compliant language— that can be controlled — based on the objectives of your communications and the predicted 

response behaviors. For this, Persado built the world’s largest database of tagged and scored marketing language using 

billions of campaign data points. 

Combining communications analysis with language generation for all marketing media types — email body, subject lines, 

direct mail, social media ads, web pages, SMS text and more — Persado is able to guarantee the consistently highest rates 

of performance using AI generated language and emotion.



Persado Enterprise generates custom language per brand including 

style, structure, vocabulary, and descriptions. You control, adjust and 

fine tune the language generated to adhere to your brand ethos.

Technically speaking, Persado One scores individuals by their attributes and their top three emotions. 

Based on this, they are assigned an identifier (known as a Persado ID) which defines their profile. 

This profile includes a variable we call ‘cadence,’ which is used to manage which of their top three 

emotions a person receives in any given communication. Persado applies a Neural Networks 

approach to classify phrases into emotions and predict the emotion that will maximize the likelihood 

of responding to a message. Using machine learning, our underlying algorithms are able to refine the 

model, as an individual’s response to different emotions change over time.

The Enterprise portal shows you these analytics and actionable insights on what works for your 

consumers and why. You and your agencies can apply these insights across other activities.

AI that learns to speak your brand voice

The techie bits: Who’s who and what they receive

The predictive model of Persado One assigns a profile to each consumer 

that determines their likelihood to engage with certain language and 

emotions, such that this will maximize responses, interactions or 

engagement rate. This model also applies to prospects and the acquisition 

stage because the Persado Algorithm extends to lookalike audiences and 

can therefore predict the language and emotions for any combination of 

targeting criteria, leading to higher engagement.

Drive higher engagement with 
personalized language and emotion

When results matter, let Persado Enterprise put the power of AI to work for you. info@persado.com  |  www.persado.com


